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Abstract: To optimize the efficiency of the geospatial service in the flood response decision making
system, a Parallel Agent-as-a-Service (P-AaaS) method is proposed and implemented in the cloud.
The prototype system and comparisons demonstrate the advantages of our approach over existing
methods. The P-AaaS method includes both parallel architecture and a mechanism for adjusting
the computational resources—the parallel geocomputing mechanism of the P-AaaS method used
to execute a geospatial service and the execution algorithm of the P-AaaS based geospatial service
chain, respectively. The P-AaaS based method has the following merits: (1) it inherits the advantages
of the AaaS-based method (i.e., avoiding transfer of large volumes of remote sensing data or raster
terrain data, agent migration, and intelligent conversion into services to improve domain expert
collaboration); (2) it optimizes the low performance and the concurrent geoprocessing capability of the
AaaS-based method, which is critical for special applications (e.g., highly concurrent applications and
emergency response applications); and (3) it adjusts the computing resources dynamically according
to the number and the performance requirements of concurrent requests, which allows the geospatial
service chain to support a large number of concurrent requests by scaling up the cloud-based clusters
in use and optimizes computing resources and costs by reducing the number of virtual machines
(VMs) when the number of requests decreases.

Keywords: geospatial service; Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC); remote sensing data processing;
cloud computing; agent; parallel computing

1. Introduction and Background

With the development of Web service technology [1], Web service based applications were
introduced in the field of geographic information. Because of the advantages of Web services and the
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introduction and popularity of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [2–5], geographic information
systems have developed into a new form: geospatial services. Researchers introduced Web services
into the field of geographic information science and built a form of SOA suited to that field [6–8].
Since then, researchers have continued working to optimize and improve geographic science’s
SOA [9–12]. The ISO TC211 standard and the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) made great
strides toward standardizing geospatial data and services and have significantly promoted the
development of geospatial services. Today, the standard specifications of geospatial services (i.e.,
Web Map Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS), Web Coverage Services (WCS), Web Processing
Services (WPS), Catalog Service for the Web (CSW), Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), etc.) have been
widely adopted [13–17]. These geospatial service specifications help the users publish Web-based
maps, geospatial data, geoprocessing services, and sensor Web services. Moreover, CSW helps the
users find specific geospatial services and make use of them.

Adhering to a standard for geospatial service based applications has several advantages such
as (1) increasing the ability to share geospatial data and geoprocessing models within a distributed
environment [18–23]; (2) allowing distributed geospatial services to be reused by other systems [9];
(3) enabling geoprocessing to be conducted in a worldwide network environment [24–26]; and
(4) supporting aggregation of distributed geospatial services into composite services or geospatial
service chains to be able to conduct more complex tasks [27].

The advantages listed above have caused the SOA approach—particularly for standard geospatial
services—to be widely adopted and applied throughout the world.

However, because of the current architecture and configuration of traditional Web services,
geospatial services are usually static. In other words, after a geospatial service has been installed
and configured, it runs statically on only one server rather than having any dynamic computing
capabilities [28–30]. This static architecture has seriously limited geospatial service applications and
brings major challenges to traditional geospatial analysis.

The static, traditional SOA based geospatial service architecture causes the following serious
problems in practical applications:

1. The fixed location of traditional SOA services reduces the efficiency of distributed geoprocessing
services because they perform distributed geospatial data transfer inefficiently: the standard
SOA-based geospatial data transfer services such as WCS and WFS are extremely inefficient
when transferring large spatial datasets. This low distributed data transfer efficiency can cause
the geoprocessing tasks to fail. Unfortunately, this situation is only becoming worse as the need
to transfer high-resolution image datasets over the Internet increases.

2. As geospatial applications increase in scale, geospatial services will continue to expand on the
Internet. There is a strong desire to chain these distributed geospatial services by combining them
into more powerful and more complex geospatial services [31]. However, because of the high
instability of the distributed network environment, such service chains will fail frequently due to
various factors (e.g., a node may be powered off, disconnected from the Internet, or experience a
machine failure).

3. The problems of inefficiency and instability in the existing atomic services accumulate in
composite services, causing lower-quality, unstable service chains that weaken the possibilities
for practical utilization of geospatial services.

A number of outstanding studies have been conducted to solve these geospatial service problems.
Service migration methods have been proposed that can move a service over the network to reduce the
data transfer volume required [32,33]. Rebuilding services to be compatible with parallel computing
can speed up geoprocessing, achieving high-performance computing (HPC) geospatial services [34–36].
The moving code approaches are presented to achieve efficient distributed geoprocessing in Spatial
Data Infrastructures (SDI) or sharing geoprocessing logic on the Web [37]. The cloud can be utilized to
achieve better load balancing for geocomputing services [38–42], also, software-as-a-service approaches
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are utilized to provide efficient and low cost public geospatial services in the cloud [43]. Li proposed
distributed geospatial data compression methods to reduce the large volumes of geography markup
language (GML) or image data to improve the efficiency of geospatial service data transfers [44].
The concept of quality of service (QoS) was proposed. QoS model factors can be extracted to evaluate
a geospatial service or work toward enhancing geospatial service quality. QoS measurements include
collection factors (i.e., efficiency, robustness, security, and so on) [45–47]. Many researchers have
focused on geospatial service aggregation methods to combine existing atomic geospatial services into
composite geospatial services that can address more complex tasks [48–50].

To solve the problems of traditional SOA-based composite geospatial services, we proposed
agent and cloud based service chaining method, which substitutes an agent for a fixed geospatial
service, meaning that the service chain can still execute successfully when an individual atomic
service becomes invalid, because the agent can act to replace the invalid service with an available
service [51]. However, in that initial approach, the agent and the cloud-based services communicated
in a non-standard manner (e.g., invoking ResultWFS and ResultWCS services to return results), which
limited the agent’s capabilities and applicability. Hence, we designed an Agent-as-a-Service (AaaS)
based method to improve the efficiency, robustness, and to improve the ability for domain experts to
collaborate [52]. The AaaS exhibits far better capacity than the traditional SOA based method and has
a greater potential to handle disaster responses and environmental risks. However, AaaS performance
is still compromised in some situations. For example, its execution time is still excessive when there
are many concurrent requests, indicating that it may not meet some decision-making requirements.
Moreover, in situations where many agents are trying to migrate to and execute on the same host node,
the AaaS-based method may be unable to handle the load. Hence, both the scalability and performance
of the initial AaaS method require further improvements.

In this paper, we will integrate parallel computing technology into the AaaS-based method to
improve the scalability and performance. The proposed Parallel Agent-as-a-Service (P-AaaS) geospatial
service can handle a larger number of concurrent requests with greater efficiency. The conducted
experiments show the superiority of this improved method.

2. Geocomputing Resource Adjustment Mechanism for P-AaaS Based Geospatial Services

2.1. The P-AaaS Infrastructure

We initially designed the AaaS infrastructure in [52], and according to the designation, the AaaS
infrastructure has five basic Web services, including Agent Registration, Agent Clone, Agent Migration,
Service Generation, and Agent Life Detection. Users can register agents, conduct Agent migration and
generate geospatial services by calling the five services. However, that agent was intended solely for
sequential geoprocessing. Therefore, we optimized the existing AaaS infrastructure to fit a parallel
computing paradigm.

This research develops a MPICH based P-AaaS approach. MPICH is a high performance and
widely portable implementation of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard, and can support the
redesign of the existing AaaS infrastructure with the least effort. There are alternative technologies
such as Spark, which has better stability than MPICH. However, if the Spark is adopted, it is necessary
to conduct a large redesign of the existing AaaS approach, including the data storage and the geospatial
data publishing mechanisms. Hence, MPICH is adopted in this P-AaaS architecture.

Figure 1 shows how an agent migrates and converts into a parallel WPS service. With steps 1©
to 5©, the agents will be searched, moved, registered, and transformed into WPS service. For the
detailed procedure of Agent migration, see [52]. After migrating to the target cloud node, the agent
sends message-passing interface (MPI) geocomputing programs to the shared folder of the master
node of the virtual Linux cluster. As shown in Figure 1, the P-AaaS infrastructure has a new added
service, PGEC, that the agent initiates to transfer the MPI parallel programs to the virtual Linux cluster
nodes. This process is conducted by copying the parallel processing program from the AaaS node to
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the folder of MPI on every VM in the Linux cluster. After the MPI parallel program has been sent to
the target virtual machines (VMs), the parallel geocomputing environment is configured, and parallel
geoprocessing can be launched.
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2.2. Cloud Computing Resources Management Modules

To monitor and adjust the scale of the cloud computing resources dynamically, we designed the
Geocomputing Environment Controller (GEC). The GEC includes the service environment Image
Manager (IM), the Service Environment Image Configurator (SEIC), a Resource Monitor (RM), and
Resource Adjustor (RA), as shown in Figure 2.
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The functions of each of the four main parts are as follows:

1. The Resources Monitor (RM) monitors real-time performance data (i.e., CPU usage, RAM
usage, network usage) from the virtual clusters and raises alerts when the cluster reaches
threshold values.

2. The Resources Adjustor (RA) takes specific actions based on the various alerts from the RM to
adjust the resources of a specific service. For example, if there is a lack of computing resources
(e.g., CPU or RAM), the RA will launch new VMs to increase the cluster size. In contrast, if the
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cluster contains more resources than the service needs, the RA will terminate some VMs to shrink
the cluster.

3. The Image Manager manages image information; because different agents may need specific
environments, the RA can search for a requested image via the IM and then launch new virtual
machines or clusters as new computing resources.

2.3. Adjusting Geoprocessing Resources Dynamically

It is necessary to set the scale of a cluster; we can define the scale using experience and the
efficiency that users and decision makers require. The higher the idle percentage, the higher the
efficiency that can be obtained. In the procedures described above, after an AaaS virtual machine
(VM) has been created and the appropriate agents migrated to that VM, the cloud Resources Adjustor
will query the cluster’s status and availability and then determine whether to create new VMs or
terminate existing VMs. In this study, the number of VMs required is determined by the RA according
to the number of concurrent requests being serviced. The rules for adjusting the parallel geoprocessing
resources are as follows:

1. VM Creation Conditions. A predetermined number of fundamental VMs is assigned to handle
group concurrent requests. For example, when the performance requirement is set to level
1, 24 two-core fundamental VMs are launched for every 15 concurrent requests. When the
performance requirement is set to level 5, 28 two-core fundamental VMs are launched for every
15 concurrent requests. Consequently, as the number of concurrent requests increases, based on
the performance requirement level, a corresponding number of additional VMs will be launched
in the cluster.

2. VM Termination Conditions. Whenever the number of concurrent requests is reduced by 15, idle
VMs will be terminated to reduce the scale of the cluster; a fixed number of fundamental VMs
will be terminated from the cluster. For example, if the number of concurrent requests were to fall
from 30 to 15, at the level 1 performance requirement, 24 fundamental VMs would be terminated.
Similarly, at the level 5 performance requirement, 28 fundamental VMs would be terminated.

3. The P-AaaS Parallel Geoprocessing Mechanism

As additional job requests appear to be scheduled by the agent, concurrent jobs are submitted to
the cluster via the Portable Batch System (PBS). The sub-tasks of these jobs are scheduled to VMs that
have computational resources available. During geoprocessing task execution, the task is decomposed
into smaller sub-tasks that share the same logic. These subtasks execute in separate worker threads
in Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) mode. The geospatial task decomposition and result
combination is shown in Figure 3.

After the geoprocessing task has been decomposed logically into subtasks, the main thread
sends equal numbers of subtask indices to the slave threads, and the worker threads then conduct
the geoprocessing. Then the sub-results are sent to the master thread, which writes them into the
combined result. Finally, the combined result will be copied to the shared folder of the AaaS node and
then registered into the Geoserver as a data service (i.e., through WFS or WCS). We designed a parallel
geoprocessing algorithm for agents as shown in Figure 4.

After completing the parallel environment configuration, when a WPS service is requested, the
Agent will acquire the input data and save it to a folder shared with the login Linux node. After the
required data have been copied to the login Linux node, the data are shared with all the other Linux
worker nodes via NFS, thereby allowing all Linux worker nodes to acquire the needed data. Then,
geocomputing starts by sending the input task-related parameters to the parallel program. The MPI
program will then perform the geocomputing tasks in a parallel manner.
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In this approach, a master/slave mode is adopted to conduct geocomputing tasks. The master thread
decomposes the geocomputing task logically and sends the appropriate indexes of the decomposed
task to slave threads via the MPI_send() function. The slave threads read the task data from the shared
folder, extract the index number of the subtask, and start to conduct the computation. When a subtask
completes, the slave thread save the result sub-tile data in the shared folder and sends the indexes of
resulting sub-tile data to the master thread via MPI_send(). The master thread combines the finished
resulting sub-tile data into the final result and copies it to the shared folder of the AaaS node. Finally, the
Agent obtains the results and registers them into the Geoserver as the data services response.
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4. P-AaaS Based Geospatial Service Chain Execution Algorithm

We described the details of the AaaS-based geospatial service aggregation mechanism in [52].
In this study, to improve the scalability and performance of the AaaS-based geospatial service, we
redesigned the mechanism by which geospatial services execute, as shown in Figure 5.
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The redesigned portion of Figure 5 shows that during the execution of P-AaaS based geoprocessing
service, after the Agent migrates to the data, the procedure to conduct parallel geoprocessing operations
is as follows:

1. Determine whether the geoprocessing service can be executed in parallel. This depends on
whether the geoprocessing service supports parallel geoprocessing.

2. When computing resources are available for the task, it immediately begins conducting geoprocessing;
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3. When more concurrent requests are submitted and have been processed by the geoprocessing
resources adjusting mechanism as described in Section 2.3, the elastic geocomputing resources
adjustment process will be conducted to accommodate the geoprocessing requirements.

After the geospatial service chain begins executing, agents that support parallel computing will
execute with enhanced performance; however, if the service is intended to process only simple and
fast tasks, it is unnecessary to parallelize them. In this manner, the P-AaaS method can not only utilize
the mobile computing capability of existing agents but can also make use of the capacity of parallel
computing. This approach optimizes the efficiency of the AaaS-based method and will act to improve
the execution speed of the geospatial service chain.

5. Model and Experimental System

To illustrate the feasibility of the P-AaaS method described above, we used the same flood
response model described in [52]. This model includes the requisite analyses during the flooding.
Decision makers and participants can execute the model during the flooding or at any time to simulate
the flooding response. To demonstrate the efficiency of the P-AaaS method, we need to parallelize
the specific Agents, which are time consuming and can benefit from the parallelization. According to
the execution time of the involved Agents, the flood submergence analysis and multi-spectral remote
sensing data based crop extraction analysis consume the main part of the execution time. The other
Agents handle smaller geospatial dataset or vector data processing, which are not time consuming in
the model. Hence, they are still executed sequentially. However, if a very large vector data is involved,
the execution time of the Agent might increase, and need to be parallelized. Consequently, we build
two parallelized agents (i.e., parallel flood submergence analysis and parallel crop extraction analysis).
The model is shown in Figure 6.
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We switched the cloud platform from Alibaba Cloud to QingCloud, a cloud platform in China
that can provide global IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS services. QingCloud is featured by per second billing
technology, and it opens the programming API to utilize the cloud resources efficiently. All these
features helps the cloud users use the capability of cloud computing and reduce the cost. The Agents
and data distribution of the use case are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Agents and data distribution.

Cloud
Node ID Owner

Cloud Region

Agent Data
Retained Data

VolumeRegion
Name Location

Cloud 1 FCDRO PEK2 Beijing1 None Flood depth, safe area,
FDZ data 0.5 GB

Cloud 2 MLR PEK2 Beijing1 None 1 m DEM,
topographic map 162.25 GB

Cloud 3 MT PEK3A Beijing2 None Transportation and
road data 0.5 GB

Cloud 4 BS GD1 Guangzhou None Population and economic
statistics data 0.32 GB

Cloud 5 MA PEK3A Beijing2 None

Landsat TM multispectral
remote sensing data,
agricultural multispectral
sample library

16.5 GB

Cloud 6 ARO AP1 Hong Kong

Parallel flood submergence
analysis; flood-affected
population evaluation; refuge
location analysis and
evacuation route planning;
scheduling of rescue workers,
emergency supply materials,
medical care resources, and
volunteers; parallel crop
extraction analysis, submerged
crop analysis and agricultural
loss evaluation.

None 0

To build the P-AaaS based geospatial service system, six Windows Server 2008 R2 cloud VMs
were created. The P-AaaS infrastructure, Geoserver 2.7, Openlayers 3.0, Grass GIS 6.44, and 52◦ North
WPS were installed in the Windows image to publish the geospatial data and conduct geographic
analysis. The CentOS instance was created in the cloud cluster, and MPICH was used to build the
parallel geoprocessing program.

Figure 7 shows the prototype system of P-AaaS-based flood response. After users click the “START
ANALYSIS” button, the flood response analysis task begins to execute according to the flood response
model described above. When the task is completed, the submerged corps data, evacuation routes, and
refuge locations are created and overlapped on the flood affected area as shown in Figure 7. Then, users
can query the requirement level for food and fresh water, rescue workers, emergency supply materials,
medical care resources, and volunteers by clicking on the refuge location area. These geoprocessing
results can help decision makers make sound flood response decisions rapidly.
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6. Discussion

The P-AaaS geospatial service execution performance and data acquisition is compared to the
existing AaaS service; the new characteristics of the P-AaaS method are also tested. The configurations
of the AaaS and P-AaaS approaches are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. System configurations for the tests.

Approach Machine Configuration Deployment of Data and Agents

1 Six QingCloud Windows VMs, each with eight VCPUs with
2.6 GHz, 64 GB of RAM, a 50-GB disk and DTR of 10 Mbps As shown in Table 1

2

Six QingCloud Windows VMs, each with four VCPUs with
2.6 GHz, 32 GB of RAM, 50-GB disks and DTR of 10 Mbps
Virtual Clusters: QingCloud Virtual Clusters, each node with
dual-core CPUs with 2.1 GHz, 32 GB of RAM, can increase or
decrease Linux nodes dynamically

As shown in Table 1

6.1. Performance for Different Concurrent Requests

We conducted performance comparisons between the AaaS-based method and traditional SOA
methods in [52]; these comparisons showed that the AaaS-based method had far better performance
than the SOA methods. Therefore, we do not compare AaaS or P-AaaS with SOA methods here, but
instead compare the performances of the AaaS-based method and the P-AaaS based method, and the
performance requirement is set to level 4. The results are shown in Figure 8.

Although the AaaS-based method improved performance over the traditional (i.e., SOA-based)
methods, the data shows that the performance of the AaaS-based method is not promising in
some situations. For example, it requires approximately 5 h to execute when there are more than
15 concurrent requests. When there are 60 concurrent requests, the AaaS method’s execution time
increases to more than 50 h. This indicates that the AaaS-based method may not be suitable for meeting
some decision-making requirements when there are many concurrent requests. In contrast, the P-AaaS
method required only approximately 2.66 h to service 15 concurrent requests. When the number of
requests increased to 30, 45, and 60, the P-AaaS method’s execution times were approximately 2.7,
4.8, and 5.8 h, respectively, indicating that the P-AaaS based method achieves dramatically better
performance than the AaaS-based method when there are many concurrent requests. Figure 8 also
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shows that the data acquisition time comprises the dominant portion of the execution time for the
P-AaaS based method. Moreover, as the number of concurrent requests increases, the data acquisition
time increases accordingly. This occurs because when there are multiple concurrent requests, the IO
performance of the data server degrades accordingly. In future work, we plan to enhance the data
acquisition capability of the proposed approach.
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6.2. Performance Adjustability

The prototype system also has the capability to adjust performance by setting the performance
requirement level. If higher performance is required, the user can raise the performance level to
level 5. Conversely, when high performance is not required, the user can reduce the performance
level to level 1. We variously set the performance level between 1 and 5 and tested the system with
30 concurrent requests and a 1-Mbps network. Under these conditions, the execution times of the tests
are illustrated in Figure 9.
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As Figure 9 shows, under different performance requirement levels, the P-AaaS method can meet
users’ needs by adjusting its performance. When the performance level is set to level 1, the average
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computing time for all requests is approximately 2.28 h, and the total execution time is 4.3 h. When the
performance requirement level is set to level 5, the average computing time falls to approximately
0.4 h, and the total execution time is 2.5 h. This adjustable feature is advantageous for different
applications. For example, during a disaster (e.g., a flood or typhoon response), a higher performance
requirement level is necessary, but for applications that are not urgent such as science data analysis,
a lower performance requirement level is recommended, which saves cloud computing resources.
The figure also shows that during execution of the P-AaaS based method, although it can save time in
transferring distributed spatial data, its data acquisition time would be far below that of the traditional
SOA-based method. This feature was demonstrated in [52], but data transfer time is still a dominant
factor here. Again, even in this highly concurrent system, the efficiency of disk IO and geospatial data
services (i.e., WFS and WCS) still requires more optimization.

6.3. Resources Requirement Analysis

It is obvious that the sequential AaaS-based method requires fewer computing resources, but when
many concurrent requests occur, its performance is poor. In comparison, the P-AaaS based method
requires more computing resources but can obtain a much better performance. Figure 10 shows how the
P-AaaS based method utilizes cloud platform capabilities to launch new VMs dynamically according
to the number of concurrent requests. When more requests and higher performance requirements
are anticipated, the system can launch more VMs in the cluster and when fewer concurrent requests
occur or lower performance requirements are needed, the system can terminate unused VMs in the
cluster. Hence, when there are few concurrent requests (e.g., less than 15), idle computing resources
can be used by other applications. This approach also helps geospatial service vendors save on
capital investments—which is critical for smaller institutes that would like to be able to offer or use
high-performance geospatial services.
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6.4. Transferability and Generalization Analysis

Transferability and generalization capability is usually a significant factor to evaluate the
superiority of a method. The proposed P-AaaS method in this paper is built based on the OWS
specifications, which makes the P-AaaS method has superior transferability. Moreover, the P-AaaS
works on Windows and Linux systems, which are supported by the popular cloud platforms. Hence,
the P-AaaS can also be moved to other IaaS cloud environments (e.g., Amazon AWS, Azure, etc.).
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To generalize this method in other scenarios (e.g., earthquake, tsunami, etc.), we need to build field
related parallel Agent and aggregate them into the service chain according to the models. On the other
hand, the P-AaaS method still needs more optimizations. In this research, not all tasks are parallelized,
and we determine which Agent need to be parallelized empirically. However, if the method is going to
be adopted widely, more efforts need to be put on the management and description of the Agents and
build the rules of choosing parallel Agent or sequential Agent automatically. We will continue to do
more work on the generalization of the P-AaaS approach to make it easier to be implemented in more
geospatial applications.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a performance-adjustable P-AaaS based geospatial service approach
that can address the performance problems of the sequential AaaS-based method. Although the
performance of the AaaS-based method is much better than the traditional SOA-based methods,
we still found that the sequential AaaS-based method experiences performance challenges when
handling many concurrent requests. To solve these problems, P-AaaS utilizes cloud-enabled parallel
computing technology to optimize the efficiency of the agents introduced for the AaaS-based method.
P-AaaS approach also provides a new manner to aggregate the cloud-based parallel remote sensing
data processing with the geospatial service chain. The P-AaaS based method not only inherits the
capabilities of the AaaS-based method (i.e., avoiding the transfer of large volumes of data, agent
migration, intelligent service conversion, improving domain expert collaboration, etc.), but also,
based on the experiments described in this paper, shows how the remote sensing data involved
composite geoprocessing service chains or workflows can obtain higher performance. It is usually
not easy to obtain high performance geoprocessing in a distributed environment, but, using the
method proposed here, when domain experts utilize a distributed geospatial service concurrently,
this method provides an acceptable level of geoprocessing performance, which is critical during
emergency and natural disaster responses, particularly when large-volume remote sensing data or
big spatial data are involved. The experiments also demonstrated that the P-AaaS method can adjust
the performance of the geospatial service chain when facing different performance requirements.
The performance-adjusting ability of the proposed method is useful for those users who have different
performance requirements. Moreover, in the future, our efforts will focus on accurately controlling the
execution time of the geospatial service chain or geoprocessing models by adjusting the performance.
This will enable domain experts to accurately specify the performance requirements of their geospatial
services, which will improve the efficiency of emergency responses, making them more predictable and
controllable. Finally, the experiment demonstrated that the P-AaaS based method can automatically
change the scale of the computing resources employed based on the number of concurrent requests
and on performance requirements. Consequently, geospatial services can be provided in a green and
less expensive manner. Our future efforts will also involve researching the temporal-spatial rules that
govern changes in the number of requests and using that information to adjust the available cloud
computing resources in advance, offering users an even better experience.

Finally, data acquisition time is still a dominant factor when there are many concurrent requests
because of the capabilities of data services (i.e., WCS, WFS, and the Geospatial server (e.g., Geoserver)).
Therefore, our future work will address data service efficiency through scaling the data server
by adopting big data processing methods (e.g., HDFS and NoSQL) to optimize data acquisition
performance and obtain a superior cost performance.
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